
Tour Code : AKSR0236
Tour Type : Group Tour

European Explorer
13 Nights / 14 Days

1800 233 9008
www.akshartours.com

https://akshartours.com/crm/tel:18002339008
https://akshartour.com


PACKAGE OVERVIEW

9Country 14Cities 14Days

 Accomodation

2 Nights Accomodation in Netherland
1 Night Accomodation in Germany
4 Nights Accomodation in Switzerland
1 Nights Accomodation in Austria
3 Nights Accomodation in Italy
2 Nights Accomodation in Paris

 Meal

Breakfast , Lunch and Dinner as per specific in the
Itinerary

 Highlights

BELGIUM

Atomium Structure photostop
The Grand Place & Mannekin Pis Statue

NETHERLANDS

Keukenhof Tulip Gardens OR Madurodam
Model Village with entrance
Amsterdam Canal Cruise with entrance
Cheese & Clog Demonstration with entrance

GERMANY

Cologne Cathedral
River Rhine Cruise with entrance
Heidelberg Castle photostop
BlackForest drive through the scenic region
Lake Titisee Free Time

SWITZERLAND

Mt Jungfrau with entrance
Mt Titlis with entrance
RhineFalls The largest plain waterfalls in
Europe
Geneva City Tour view Flower Clock, UN
Building, Jetd’Eau
Lucerne City Tour view the Lion Monument
& Chapel Bridge
Interlaken Free time to explore

LIECHTENSTEIN & AUSTRIA

Vaduz photostop
GoldenRoof & free time to explore
Swarovski Crystal World Museum with
entrance

ITALY

Venice Boat ride to St.Marks Square,
Gondola Ride with entrance
Rome City Tour with local guide, Colosseum
photo stop, view Trevi Fountains, Roman
Forum

 Visa & Taxes

Applicable Schengen Visa Charges
Travel Insurance (Upto 60 Years)
GST 5%



Florence City Tour with local guide ,Statue of
David (replica) at Piazza Michelangelo,
Ponte Vecchio Bridge, View the Piazza Della
Signoria, Basilica of Santa Croce (from
outside) and TheDuomo(from outside)
Pisa view the Leaning Tower (from outside)&
The Duomo

VATICAN

St Peters Basilica &Square

FRANCE

Eiffel Tower (level 3*) with entrance
River Seine Boat Cruise with entrance
Versailles Gardens with entrance
French Perfumery included
Paris OrientationTour
Carrousel du Louvre(Louvre Museum
entrance not included)
Illumination Tour of Paris included

SIGHTSEEINGS OVERVIEW

BELGIUM
- Atomium Structure photostop
- The Grand Place & Mannekin Pis Statue
NETHERLANDS
- Keukenhof Tulip Gardens OR Madurodam Model Village with entrance
- Amsterdam Canal Cruise with entrance
- Cheese & Clog Demonstration with entrance
GERMANY
- Cologne Cathedral
- River Rhine Cruise with entrance
- Heidelberg Castle photostop
- BlackForest drive through the scenic region
- Lake Titisee Free Time
SWITZERLAND
- Mt Jungfrau with entrance
- Mt Titlis with entrance
- RhineFalls The largest plain waterfalls in Europe
- Geneva City Tour view Flower Clock, UN Building, Jetd’Eau
- Lucerne City Tour view the Lion Monument & Chapel Bridge
- Interlaken Free time to explore
LIECHTENSTEIN & AUSTRIA
- Vaduz photostop
- GoldenRoof & free time to explore
- Swarovski Crystal World Museum with entrance
ITALY
- Venice Boat ride to St.Marks Square, Gondola Ride with entrance
- Rome City Tour with local guide, Colosseum photo stop, view Trevi Fountains, Roman Forum
- Florence City Tour with local guide ,Statue of David (replica) at Piazza Michelangelo, Ponte Vecchio Bridge, View the Piazza
Della Signoria, Basilica of Santa Croce (from outside) and TheDuomo(from outside)
- Pisa view the Leaning Tower (from outside)& The Duomo
VATICAN
- St Peters Basilica &Square
FRANCE
- Eiffel Tower (level 3*) with entrance
- River Seine Boat Cruise with entrance
- Versailles Gardens with entrance
- French Perfumery included
- Paris OrientationTour
- Carrousel du Louvre(Louvre Museum entrance not included)
- Illumination Tour of Paris included



DEPARTURE DATES

Mar – 28
Apr – 04, 11, 18, 25, 27
May–02,04,06,09,11,13,16,18,20,23,25,27,30
Jun–01,03,06,08,10,13,15,17,20,22,24,27,29
Jul – 01, 06, 08, 13, 15, 18, 20, 22, 25, 27, 29
Aug – 01, 03, 05, 10, 12, 15, 17, 22, 24, 29
Sep – 02, 05, 12, 14, 19, 26
Oct – 03, 10, 17

SIGHTSEEINGS

Atomium Structure photo stop 
Belgium
In the 1950s, faith in scientific progress was great, and a structure depicting atoms was chosen to embody this. The Atomium
depicts nine iron atoms in the shape of the body-centered cubic unit cell of an iron crystal, magnified 165 billion times.

The Grand Place & Mannekin Pis Statue 
Belgium
Manneken Pis Dutch for '"Little Pissing Man is a landmark 61 cm (24 in) bronze fountain sculpture[2] in the centre of Brussels
(Belgium), depicting a naked little boy urinating into the fountain's basin. It was designed by Jérôme Duquesnoy the Elder and
put in place in 1618 or 1619. The current statue is a replica which dates from 1965.[4] The original is kept in the Brussels City
Museum. Manneken Pis is the best-known symbol of the people of Brussels. It also embodies their sense of and their
independence of mind. Manneken Pis is located only five minutes' walk from the Grand Place, at the junction of Rue du
Chêne/Eikstraat and the pedestrian Rue de l'Étuve/Stoofstraat. This site is served by the premetro station Bourse/Beurs (on lines
3 and 4) and the bus stops Grand Place/Grote Markt and Cesar de Paepe.

Keukenhof Tulip Gardens  
Netherlands
Keukenhof, also known as the Garden of Europe, is one of the world's largest flower gardens, situated in the town of Lisse, in
the Netherlands. According to the official website, Keukenhof Park covers an area of 32 hectares and approximately 7 million
flower bulbs are planted in the gardens annually.



Madurodam Model Village with entrance 
Netherlands
Madurodam is a miniature park and tourist attraction in the Scheveningen district of The Hague in the Netherlands. It is home to
a range of 1:25 scale model replicas of famous Dutch landmarks, historical cities and large developments.

Amsterdam Canal Cruise with entrance 
Netherlands
Make new memories on your Amsterdam Canal Cruise. No trip to the Netherlands is complete without an excursion to the
world-famous waters of the Amsterdam canals. Renowned as a UNESCO World Heritage site, the canal district will have you
amazed as you cruise through its canals. Lean back and examine the town from another point of view as you drift along the
beautiful waters and treasured architecture. The Amsterdam Canal Cruise includes one hour of can’t-miss spectacles and
incredible buildings. Additionally, the tour offers a fun complimentary audio narrative in 19 unique languages. This
commentary ensures that your trip will be personalized, and you can learn no matter your background. Mark your calendar for
the creation of your next memory.

Cheese & Clog Demonstration with entrance 
Netherlands
The Best of The Netherlands in one day trip.Experience the Dutch countryside, visiting a cheese factory, stroll through a quaint
local village, admire a classic line-up of authentic windmills, and watch a shoemaker fashion wooden clogs using traditional
methods. • Local Dairy Farm: Cows, Wooden Shoes, Dutch Gouda Cheese • Gouda Cheese tasting • Cruquius, largest steam
machine ever build, used to pump water. • Authentic windmills, go inside and climb to the top. • Stroll through quaint village of
Edam. • Learn about the reclaimed land of the Dutch Countryside. Gouda Cheese - Wooden Shoes - Windmills. This is
Holland. Your private tour starts at Clara Maria, a Cheese Farm and Clog Factory. Set in the pastoral polder landscape this
historic 160-year old original barn has been charmingly transformed into the wooden shoe factory and the cheese making room.
A large part of land from the Netherlands has been created out of water. At "De Cruquius" steam pumping station, you find out
how. We stop for lunch at the nearby tea house.Driving through 'De Beemster' polder -a lush green landscape, placed on the
Unesco World Heritage list- we get to the famous icons of Holland, windmills. Go inside and see how the windmills operated



and a large family was able to live inside.Edam is a authentic local village. Enjoy the architecture and friendly people of this
quaint little village.

Cologne Cathedral 
Germany
Cologne Cathedral is a Catholic cathedral in Cologne, North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany. It is the seat of the Archbishop of
Cologne and of the administration of the Archdiocese of Cologne. It is a renowned monument of German Catholicism and
Gothic architecture and was declared a World Heritage Site in 1996. Cologne Cathedral, known as the Dome Church which
stands 157meters in height. The Cathedral is truly a master piece; taking over six hundred years to construct and is one of the
best known architectural monuments in Germany.

River Rhine Cruise with entrance 
Germany
One of the world's most popular river cruising destinations is the mighty Rhine River, which gets its name from the Celtic word
renos ("raging flood"). But Europe's longest and most important river begins as a trickle of melted snow from the Rhine
waldhorn Glacier high in the Swiss Alps. It first becomes the Rhine proper at Reichenau. En route, the Rhine lives up to its
Celtic name near Schaffhausen, when it plunges 75 feet down in a spectacular torrent known as the Rhine fall. Its waters are
much calmer at Basel, where the river first becomes navigable (and where many cruise ships embark). From there, it wends its
way on a journey of almost 870 miles to merge with the North Sea at Rotterdam, passing through six countries (Switzerland,
Liechtenstein, Austria, Germany, France and the Netherlands) as it goes. There are many legends surrounding this great river,
the most famous being the tale of Lorelei, a beautiful maiden who drowned for love and became a mermaid. It's said that her
seductive song lures boatmen to their deaths and their vessels down to the riverbed. You'll find her statue on a narrow strip of
land jutting into the river between St. Goar and St. Goarshausen, about 16 miles from Rudesheim. A Rhine River cruise is a
heady experience indeed. Prepare to see ancient castles and lush vineyards, explore the winding streets of sleepy medieval
villages, revel in the historic grandeur of lovely old cities like Strasbourg and Koblenz and enjoy the buzz of vibrant, modern



ones like Cologne and Basel. That said, do be aware that the river isn't bordered by fairytale castles from end to end. The
"Rapunzel's castle" bit is actually around the Rhine Gorge, and while it is indeed spectacular, it's certainly not all this river is
about. The Rhine is a hardworking and very busy main artery through Europe. Its tributaries include the Moselle (which runs
southwest past Luxembourg into France), the Neckar (flowing southeast at Manneheim to Heidelberg) and the Main (which
runs southeast from Mainz through to Frankfurt). The Rhine is also linked to other great European rivers --including the Seine,
Elbe, Rhone, and Saone -- via a network of canals like the Rhine-Main-Danube Canal, which starts east of Frankfurt and links
the Rhine with the Danube.

Heidelberg Castle photo stop 
Germany
Heidelberg Castle is a ruin in Germany and landmark of Heidelberg. The castle ruins are among the most important
Renaissance structures north of the Alps. The castle has only been partially rebuilt since its demolition in the 17th and 18th
centuries.

Black Forest drive through the scenic region 
Germany
The Black Forest is a mountainous region in southwest Germany, bordering France. Known for its dense, evergreen forests and
picturesque villages, it is often associated with the Brothers Grimm fairy tales. It's renowned for its spas and the cuckoo clocks
produced in the region since the 1700s. The region’s largest town, Freiburg, is filled with Gothic buildings and surrounded by
vineyards.

Lake Titisee Free Time  
Germany
The largest natural lake in the Black Forest, Titisee stretches for some 2 km (over 1 mile). It is a popular resort destination, with
plenty of outdoor activities. Follow the 5-mile/8-km trail round the lake: On the east side, the trail follows the water; on the



west side, it goes up the Hochfirst Mountain, giving splendid views over the valley. Or get out on to the water: take a cruise on
the lake, go windsurfing or sailing, or just rent a rowing boat and do your own thing. Then relax in a typical beer garden. 100
miles/160 km southwest of Stuttgart

Mt Jungfrau with entrance 
Interlaken
Europe's highest altitude Railway station at 3454 metres. 100% Snow guaranteed all year round! Amazing Attractions: Ice
Palace, Ski & Snowboard Park, the Sphinx observation terrace and the "Top of Europe" Glacier Restaurant Famous activities:
Snow Disk Run, Tyrolienne Jungfraujoch Restaurants at the top: Bollywood ( Indian), Aletsch Self Service & Crystal. Popular
Routes : Interlaken – Lauterbrunnen - Kleine Scheidegg - Top of Jungfraujoch Or Grindelwald - Kleine Scheidegg - Top of
Jungfraujoch

Mt Titlis with entrance 
Engelberg
TITLIS is the jewel in Central Switzerland's crown and the only publicly accessible glacier in the area. You will feel on top of
the world as you take in the spectacular panoramic views of snow-covered mountains and un spoilt Alpine landscapes. Journey
time from Engelberg – Titlis (one way) : 30 minutes. First departure from Titlis valley station : 8:30 am. Last departure from
Titlis mountain station : 4:50 pm. Walk from Titlis mountain station to Ice flyer chairlift : 5 minutes. Round trip Glacier cave –
Tunnel – Cliff Walk – Titlis station v.v : 20 minutes. Ice Flyer ride (one way) : 3 minutes Itinerary suggestions: Ice Flyer
Experience glacier crevasses and snow during a spectacular ride on the Ice Flyer chairlift on 3020 meters altitude. Three
minutes each way. Glacier Park at the Ice Flyer Valley Station you have the opportunity to slide down 2 different 150 meter
long track slopes using various snow toys. During winter time please try our snow tubing fun just next to the Titles mountain
station. Glacier cave Feel and experience the glacier from the inside. Trotti Bike ride On the way back down to Engelberg, we
offer another unique attraction: a Trotti Bike Ride from Station Gerschni to Engelberg.

Rhine Falls 
Zurich
Marvel at the Rhine Falls, Europe's biggest waterfall, on this half-day tour from Zurich. Travel to Northern Switzerland, a
beautiful wine growing region with charming farming villages and scenic landscape near the German border. Admire the
medieval Laufen Castle before reaching majestic Rhine Falls. Enjoy a full hour to admire and capture photos of the powerful



falls, and in summer, take a thrilling boat ride to get a closer look at them

Flower clock 
Geneva
The clock, situated at a corner of the Jardin Anglais, was created for the first time in 1955 and contains about 12,000 flowers
and plants. The floral arrangements change according to the season. The flower clock is not only pretty, it also tells the time
with Swiss precision - the time you see is transmitted by satellite. Another important detail - the seconds-hand is 2.5 metres
long, the world’s longest!

Jet d' Eau 
Geneva
The magnificent water jet is 140 meters high, with 500 liters of water passing through it per second at a speed of 200 km per
hour! Used initially for distributing the Rhône's propelling force to the city's craftspeople, it became the Jet d' Eau when the
workshops required an additional flow. Since 1891 it has graced the centre of Geneva's harbor, and is the must-see tourist

Lion Monument 
Lucerne
The Lion Monument, or the Lion of Lucerne, is a rock relief in Lucerne, Switzerland, designed by Bertel Thorvaldsen and hewn
in 1820–21 by Lukas Ahorn. It commemorates the Swiss Guards who were massacred in 1792 during the French Revolution,
when revolutionaries stormed the Tuileries Palace in Paris.



Chapel Bridge 
Lucerne
The Kapellbrücke is a covered wooden footbridge spanning the river Reuss diagonally in the city of Lucerne in central
Switzerland.

Interlaken 
Switzerland
Interlaken is a traditional resort town in the mountainous Bernese Oberland region of central Switzerland. Built on a narrow
stretch of valley, between the emerald-colored waters of Lake Thun and Lake Brienz, it has old timber houses and parkland on
either side of the Aare River. Its surrounding mountains, with dense forests, alpine meadows and glaciers, has numerous hiking
and skiing trails.

Vadusz photo stop 
Liechtenstein
Vaduz, the capital of Liechtenstein, sits on the Rhine River near the Swiss border. On a hillside overlooking the town, Vaduz
Castle dates back to the 12th century and is a royal family residence. In the Städtle, the pedestrianized town center, the sleek
Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein displays modern art. Nearby, the National Museum houses archaeological and cultural artifacts in
a medieval building.



Golden Roof free time to explore 
Liechtenstein
The Goldenes Dachl is a landmark structure located in the Old Town section of Innsbruck, Austria. It is considered the city's
most famous symbol. Completed in 1500, the roof was decorated with 2,657 fire-gilded copper tiles for Emperor Maximilian I
to mark his wedding to Bianca Maria Sforza.

Swarovski Crystal World Museum with entrance 
Liechtenstein
Visit Swarovski Crystal Worlds and discover crystal be coming a complete experience. Enjoy a world of fantasy that has
delivered moments of wonder to more than 14 million visitors and is listed #36 of “52 places to go in 2016” by New York
Times. Explore a mix of art and culture, entertainment and shopping and see various attractions for all ages. For fans of crystal
and connoisseurs of art making, Swarovski Crystal Worlds is a unique attraction. Discover the Crystal Cloud, one of the top
highlights consisting of some 800,000 hand-mounted crystals and is a truly unique sight to behold. See the Chambers of
Wonder and experience the magic of crystal in a dimension that has never been seen before. Explore the garden of the Giant
and see its unique art installations. Find the play-tower and an innovative outdoor playground landscape for children of all ages
with plenty of space to play and climb, south of the iconic Giant. The Cafe and Restaurant located by the gardens offer amazing
views of the surrounding landscape and offers an unforgettable culinary delight for those interested in exploring unique flavors.
Free WIFI and mobile visitor guide

St.Marks Square  
Venice
Piazza San Marco, often known in English as St Mark's Square, is the principal public square of Venice, Italy, where it is
generally known just as la Piazza. All other urban spaces in the city are called campi. The Piazzetta is an extension of the Piazza
towards San Marco basin in its south east corner.



Gondola Ride with entrance: 
Venice
The gondolas plying the busy Grand Canal and smaller waterways of Venice are one of the most iconic images in the world.
They are the symbol of history, tradition, and romance in the city on the lagoon, and a gondola ride in Venice ranks among one
of the most dreamed-about experiences for travelers.

Colosseum photo stop 
Rome
The Colosseum or Coliseum, also known as the Flavian Amphitheatre, is an oval amphitheatre in the centre of the city of Rome,
Italy. Built of travertine limestone, tuff, and brick-faced concrete, it was the largest amphitheatre ever built at the time and held
50,000 to 80,000 spectators.

Trevi Fountains 
Rome
The Trevi Fountain is a fountain in the Trevi district in Rome, Italy, designed by Italian architect Nicola Salvi and completed by
Giuseppe Pannini and several others. Standing 26.3 metres high and 49.15 metres wide, it is the largest Baroque fountain in the
city and one of the most famous fountains in the world.



Roman Forum 
Rome
The Roman Forum, also known by its Latin name Forum Romanum, is a rectangular forum surrounded by the ruins of several
important ancient government buildings at the center of the city of Rome. Citizens of the ancient city referred to this space,
originally a marketplace, as the Forum Magnum, or simply the Forum. Florence City Tour with local guide ,Statue of David
(replica) at Piazza Michelangelo, Ponte Vecchio Bridge, View the Piazza Della Signoria, Basilica of Santa Croce (from outside)
and TheDuomo(from outside): Explore historic Florence with an expert guide, andmarvel at its Renaissance monuments and
landmarks. See major sights such asPiazza Duomo, Piazza della Signoria, and Ponte Vecchio. The 1:30 minute guided tour
starts in the early afternoon from Via Martelli 33rd where afterthe check-in you’ll start the walking tour with our expert guides.
You will enjoy an excellent and complete introductory tour dedicated to those who want to know all the facts and secrets of two
thousand years of Florentine history, from the city’s Roman origins to a 15thcentury palace, from the Ponte Vecchio, through
the famous Uffizi courtyard, to the wonders of the architecture of Brunelleschi’s Dome which overlooks theBaptistery golden
‘Gates of Paradise’. Allow yourself a close encounter with this fascinating city, understanding and appreciating the background
and context, its importance in history, thanks to the professionalism of our expert guides. During the High Season this tour is
available twice perday: at 12pm or 6pm. From 16th November tour will depart at 1:30 pm During the low season (November
16th to March 14th) this tour is English and Spanish is available with minimum 2 passengers. Tour in Portuguese, Italian,
French, German languages is available with minimum 4passengers and in case that the minimum is not met the tour would be
guaranteed in English.

Leaning Tower (Outside) 
Pisa
The Leaning Tower of Pisa or simply the Tower of Pisa is the campanile, or freestanding bell tower, of the cathedral of the
Italian city of Pisa, known worldwide for its nearly four-degree lean, the result of an unstable foundation.

St Peters Basilica &Square 
Vatican



The Papal Basilica of St. Peter in the Vatican, or simply St. Peter's Basilica, is an Italian Renaissance church in Vatican City,
the papal enclave within the city of Rome.

Eiffel Tower(level3*) with entrance 
Paris
The Eiffel Tower is a wrought-iron lattice tower on the Champ de Mars in Paris, France. It is named after the engineer Gustave
Eiffel, whose company designed and built the tower. Constructed from 1887 to 1889 as the entrance to the 1889 World's Fair, it
was initially criticized by some of France's leading artists and intellectuals for its design, but it has become a global cultural
icon of France and one of the most recognizable structures in the world.[3] The Eiffel Tower is the most-visited paid monument
in the world; 6.91 million people ascended it in 2015. The tower is 324 meters (1,063 ft) tall, about the same height as an 81-
storey building, and the tallest structure in Paris. Its base is square, measuring 125 meters (410 ft) on each side. During its
construction, the Eiffel Tower surpassed the Washington Monument to become the tallest man-made structure in the world, a
title it held for 41 years until the Chrysler Building in New York City was finished in 1930. It was the first structure to reach a
height of 300 meters. Due to the addition of a broadcasting aerial at the top of the tower in 1957, it is now taller than the
Chrysler Building by 5.2 meters (17 ft). Excluding transmitters, the Eiffel Tower is the second tallest free-standing structure in
France after the Millau Viaduct. The tower has three levels for visitors, with restaurants on the first and second levels. The top
level's upper platform is 276 m (906 ft) above the ground – the highest observation deck accessible to the public in the
European Union. Tickets can be purchased to ascend by stairs or lift to the first and second levels. The climb from ground level
to the first level is over 300 steps, as is the climb from the first level to the second. Although there is a staircase to the top level,
it is usually accessible only by lift.

River Seine Boat Cruise with enterence 
Paris
Seine River is a prime commercial waterway within Paris Basin in the north of France. It is a 777 kilometers long river
considered as the one of the longest rivers flowing completely in France. This gently flowing river has captured the world’s
imagination as one of Europe’s most romantic and inspiring rivers. The river route covers several UNESCO World Heritage
Sites like Le Havre, Banks of the Seine, Palace and Park of Versailles, Chartres Cathedral, Palace of Fontainebleau and Provins.
There are somewhere in the range of 37 connects inside Paris and handfuls all the more crossing the stream outside the city.



Versailles Gardens with entrance 
Paris
The Gardens of Versailles occupy part of what was once the Domain royal de Versailles, the royal demesne of the château of
Versailles. Situated to the west of the palace, the gardens cover some 800 hectares of land, much of which is landscaped in the
classic French formal garden style perfected here by André Le Nôtre. Beyond the surrounding belt of woodland, the gardens are
bordered by the urban areas of Versailles to the east and Le Chesney to the north-east, by the National Arboretum de
Chèvreloup to the north, the Versailles plain (a protected wildlife preserve) to the west, and by the Story Forest to the south.
Administered by the Public Establishment of the Palace, Museum and National Estate of Versailles, an autonomous public
entity operating under the aegis of the French Ministry of Culture, the gardens are now one of the most visited public sites in
France, receiving more than six million visitors a year.

French Perfumery  
Paris
France is famous for its perfumes. visit Fragonard’s perfume museum to purchase some unique French fragrances, soaps,
candles and more.

Disneyland® Paris with entrance 
Paris
Disney fans fulfill your fantasies to cross paths with your favorite Disney characters at Disneyland Paris. You cannot miss out
on the most visited theme park in Europe. The theme park is loaded with fun activities to do at 2 different zones: Disneyland
(including Sleeping Beauty’s Castle) and Walt Disney Studios. The theme park is located some 32kms from central Paris. The
park has plenty of options to eat, drink and party as well. Don’t miss out on the top attractions here: Space Mountain, it’s a
Small World and Big Thunder Mountain.



Illumination Tour of Paris 
Paris
Enjoy the famous illuminations of Paris during your night tour. This panoramic tour will cover the spectacular ‘Eiffel Tower’,
the most impressive structure at night, the ‘Champs Élysées’, the beautiful‘ Arcde Triomphe’,‘Place dela Concorde’ and many
other historic buildings.

St.Marks Square  
Venice
Piazza San Marco, often known in English as St Mark's Square, is the principal public square of Venice, Italy, where it is
generally known just as la Piazza. All other urban spaces in the city are called campi. The Piazzetta is an extension of the Piazza
towards San Marco basin in its south east corner.

YOUR ITINERARY



Day
1

Brussels - Holland
Upon Arrival at Brussels Airport, travel To The Capital City Of Belgium, Brussels. On Arrival The Tour Starts With A Photo Stop At The Most Iconic Structure of brussels, The atomium, Followed by the famous manneken pis statue and grand place.

 

 Lunch   Dinner

Day
2

Kukenhof Tulip Gardens or Madurodam - Amsterdam
Begin themorning by visiting the world renowned Keukenh of Tulip Gardens; celebrating its 71st edition of the park, with “A world of colours” theme for 2020. Admire over 7 million bulbs at the world-famous attraction, between Marchand may. (After 10th May Departure Keukenhof will be replaced by
Madurodam Model Village). Early Afternoon, visit the cheese and clogdemostration. Later Visit Amsterdam to view the amazing architecture from Glass topped canal boats. Have free time later to explore the bustling hub of the city centre,where cultures are welcomed, and its tolerant societycan be
observed.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
3

Holland - Cologne - River Rhine Cruise
Travel to the city of Cologne, Germany. Visit the breathtaking Cologne Cathedral, known as the Dome Church which stands 157meters in height. The Cathedral is truly a master piece; taking over sixhundred years to construct and is one of the best known architectural monuments in Germany.
Depart for a scenic boat cruise on the River Rhine; enjoy picturesque view of vineyard sand castles as you cruise along the long estriverin Germany.Whilst aboard your cruise, enjoy a hot cup of tea to accompany the wonderful scenery.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
4

Heidelberg - Black forest - Rhine Falls
Travel to Heidelberg; here, have an opportunity to photograph the famous Heidelberg Castle on the hills above. Drive to the Black Forest region in South Germany where we stop at the largest natural lake in the Black Forest, Lake Titisee.Here enjoy free time,and have an opportunity to purchase
cuckoo clock sand other souvenirs. Later, travel to Switzerland and walk around the largest plain waterfalls in Europe, the Rhine Falls. Note: Your Tour rep, vehicle & seat numbers may change on day4.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
5

Mt. Jungfrau - Interlaken
Today depart for Mt.Jungfrau. On arrival board a cog wheel train to the top of Mt.Jungfrau at 3454 meters above sea level. At the top, have free time to explore the Ice Palace to view life-sized ice sculptures, visit the Sphinx observation terrace for spectacular views of the Aletsch glacier and
surrounding peaks. After, continue to Interlaken; where you can enjoy a walk on them a in street and admire breathtaking scenery.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
6

Mt.Titlis - Lucerne
Ascend 10,000ft to the summit of Mt.Titlis. Take the world’s first revolving cable car, the Titlis Rotair. Enjoy breathtaking panoramic views of the surrounding Swiss landscapes. At Mt.Titlis have free time to play in the snow and visit the ice caves or take a unique professional photo in traditional Swiss
outfits. Depart for Lucerne to view the Lion Monument and one of the oldest wooden bridges in the world, the Chapel Bridge, enjoy free time to explore the town.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
7

Switzerland - Vaduz - Innsbruck - Swarovski
Depart for Liechtenstein, one of the smallest countries in Europe. Stop in the capital city, Vaduz. Later proceed to Austria to see Innsbruck, offering acombination of culture, history and nature. On arrival, view the Golden roof (asymbol of the city) and then enjoy free time to explore this beautiful city.
Finally visit the famous Swarovski Crystal World Museum, before checking into the hotel.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
8

Innsbruck - Venice
Depart for Venice; them ost romantic city in Italy with its distinctive architecture and famous gondolas. Begin with a boat ride to StMark’s Square, one of them ostelegant squares in the world. See the famous Bridge of Sighs and the Basilica di San Marco. Explore the island for the famous Murano
Glass,or admire the rich architecture of the buildings. Finally,enjoy a gondola ride while enjoying the ambience of Venice.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
9

Venice - Florence - Rome
Depart for Florence. On arrival, be greeted by your local professional guide. The tour of this renaissance city starts by viewing the impressive architecture of some of the finest historic buildings in Italy, such as the Duomo of Florence, along with photo stops at Basilica of Santa Croce, the final burial
place of Michelangelo,  statue of David(replica), famous Ponte Vecchio Bridge on the Arno River and The Piazelle Michelangelo, for the most outstanding views of Florence.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
10

Rome - Vatican City
On arrival in Rome, be greeted by a local professional guide. The tour starts with a photo stop at the Colosseum which is surrounded by other sights such as Constantinearch. View the Roman Forums, where ancient civilization developed. Visit the Vatican City, home to the Pope and the Roman
Catholic Church to see the St.Peters Basilica. View Trevi Fountain, arguably the most beautiful fountains in all of Rome.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
11

Pisa - Geneva
Today start the journey to Pisa. On arrival, marvel at The Piazza del Duomo(Cathedral Square) which is dominated by four great religious structures: the Duomo, Leaning Tower of Pisa, Baptistery and the Camposanto.Enjoy some free time here to buy souvenirs for friends and family.In the
afternoon, continue the journey to Geneva(approximate drive time will be 6 hours).Here be taken on a short city tour to see the United Nations Building,The Flower Clock and the symbol of Geneva, the Jetd’Eau(operation permitting).

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
12

Geneva - Paris
Depart for Paris(approximate driving time will be 6 hours).On arrival enjoy a cruise along the River Seine. The cruise is perfectly designed to discover and admire the rich architecture such as the Eiffel Tower, Musée d’Orsay and more.Enjoy the famous illuminations of Paris during your night tour.
This panoramic tour will cover the impressive‘ Eiffel Tower’, the world famous‘ Champs Élysées’, the beautiful‘ Arcde Triomphe’ and many other historic buildings.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
13

City Tour with Versallesgarden
The tour will start with a visit to the renowned Versailles Gardens, a fine example of 17th century French landscaping covering an area of more than 800 hectares. Use this free time to take mesmerizing photos, souvenir shopping or simply relax on the Royal Lawns. Then visit the “Carrouseldu
Louvre” home to the famous, glass pyramid (entrance to Louvre Museum not included). Visit the courtyard and wonder the Tuileries gardens famed for their pristinelay out and history or enjoy your free time to explore numerous shops, restaurant sand café s in the surroundings hopping a venues.
Later, visit Fragonard perfume museum to purchase some unique French fragrances, soaps, candles and more.

 Breakfast    Lunch   Dinner

Day
14

Paris
This morning embark on a journey to the Eiffel Tower(level3*) for a breathtaking bird’s eyeview of Paris. Later drive through Avenue Des Champs Élysées, them ostprestigiousavenue in Paris; with it scinem as, café  and luxury speciality shops before you end your tour  at Paris CDG Airport for your
return flight.

 Breakfast    Lunch   

HOTELS

Netherlands Netherlands
Golden Tulip Zoetermeer or similar



Switzerland Switzerland
H+ Hotel & Spa Engelberg or similar

Venice Venice
Sharaton Padvoa or similar

INCLUSION/EXCLUSION

Inclusion

Return transportation by deluxe AC coach from
your selected pick up point
13 Nights accommodation in a 3/4* hotel with
breakfast
13 Indian dinners. 13 vegetarian lunches
Entrances and sightseeing as mentioned in
TourHighlights
All tips and servicecharges
PremiumserviceofaTours’Representative
Applicable Visa Charges

Exclusion

Any Domestic and International Airfare
Govt Tax of 5.00% over and above the Tour Cost
mentioned
Any Increase in the rate of exchange leading to an
increase in all land arrangements which may come
in to effect prior to departure
Cost of pre or post tour hotel accommodation
Any extra expense such as route change, Airline
change, Date change, Accommodation facilities, etc
incurred due to the unforeseen, unavoidable forced



Travel Insurance (Upto age of 60 Years) majeuere circumstances during the tour
Porterage, laundry, telephone charges, shopping,
wines & alcoholic beverages, mineral water, items
of personal nature and food or drink which is not
part of a set group menu
Any extra cost incurred on behalf of an individual
due to illness, accident, hospitalisation, or any
personal emergency
Any services or activity charges other than those
included in the group tour itinerary

Anything specifically not mentioned in the ‘tour price
includes’ column.

TRIP COST

Type Price

Double Sharing ( Per Person ) 235000/-

Triple Sharing ( Per Person ) 235000/-
* Note: 5% GST Additional On Total Tour Cost. T&C Apply at time of Booking.
* Rates mentioned in the itinerary are based on Standard Rooms, supplement cost is applicable for Sea Facing / Lake Facing / Mountain Facing Rooms


